Abstract: Previous studies show that, compared to on-off keying (OOK) signaling, pulse-position modulation (PPM) is favorable in FSO/CDMA systems thanks to its energy efficiency and simple detection. Nevertheless, when the system bit rate increases and the transmission distance is far, the FSO/CDMA systems using PPM signaling critically suffer from the impact of pulse broadening caused by dispersion, especially when the modulation level is high. In this paper, we therefore propose to use multi-wavelength PPM (MWPPM) signaling to overcome the limitation of PPM. To further improve the system performance, avalanche photodiode (APD) is also used. The performance of the proposed system is theoretically analyzed using a realistic model of Gaussian pulse propagation. To model the impact of intensity fluctuation caused by the atmospheric turbulence, the log-normal channel is used. We find that, by using MWPPM, the effects of both intensity fluctuation and pulse broadening are mitigated, the BER is therefore significantly improved. Additionally, we quantitatively show that the system performance is further improved by using APD, especially when the average APD gain is chosen properly.
Introduction
Over past few years, free-space optical communication (FSO) has attracted considerable attention for a variety of applications thanks to its cost-effectiveness, license-free, quick deployment and flexibility [1] . There are recently some efforts to introduce FSO to the first-mile access environment [2] . To support multiple users in access environment, the optical code-division multiple-access (CDMA) systems based on FSO (FSO/CDMA) have been recently proposed and generated much interest [3] - [7] . This is due to the additional advantages of CDMA technique, including asynchronous access, efficient use of resource, scalability and inherent security [8] .
A major impairment over FSO links is the atmospheric turbulence, a phenomenon occurs as a result of the variations in the refractive index due to inhomogeneties in temperature and pressure changes [9] . These index inhomogeneities can deteriorate the quality of the received signal and can cause fluctuations in both the intensity and the phase of the received signal. These fluctuations can lead to an increase in the link error probability, which limits the performance of FSO systems [10] . Moreover, propagating pulses may be influenced by pulse broadening owing to turbulence. Two possible causes that exist for this pulse broadening are scattering and pulse wander (dispersion) [11] .
To mitigate atmospheric turbulence effects, previous FSO/CDMA studies have often employed M-ary pulse-position modulation (M-PPM) as an energy-efficient transmission [3] - [7] . M-PPM also avoids adaptive threshold adjustment required in on-off keying (OOK). Previous studies, which ignore the pulse broadening effect, show that M-PPM is effective in reducing intensity fluctuation. However, to provide a comprehensive performance analysis of FSO/CDMA systems, the effect of pulse broadening should be evaluated. Moreover, its effect will be considerable and cannot be ignored since FSO systems, and especially FSO/CDMA systems using M-PPM, require to send high chip rate (i.e., short pulse) through turbulence channel.
In this paper, we therefore propose to use a realistic model of Gaussian pulse propagation in order to comprehensively analyze the effects of atmospheric turbulence on the performance of FSO/CDMA systems. This model should be able to analyze all effects of atmospheric turbulence, including intensity fluctuation, pulse broadening, and attenuation. Additionally, numerous noises and interference, including shot noise, background noise, thermal noise and multiple-access interference (MAI), will be included in the analysis. To avoid using short pulse for M-PPM with high-level modulation (i.e., M is large), we propose to use multi-wavelength PPM (MWPPM), which is a combination of wavelength shift keying (WSK) [12] and PPM. Hence, MWPPM is characterized by two parameters, the number of wavelengths (L) and the number of positions (M). In a L-M-MWPPM, an optical pulse representing one of N symbols can be transmitted in one of M time slot at one of L wavelengths as shown in Fig. 1 , where N = L × M. As a result, thanks to the use of L wavelengths, the modulation level of M-PPM can be increased L times without increasing the chip rate. In addition, MWPPM avoids the linear increase in required average laser power with data rate that is characteristic of WSK [12] . Finally, avalanche photodiode (APD) is also proposed to be used at the receiver to further improve the system performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model of atmospheric turbulence channel. The principle of MWPPM is introduced in Section 3. The model of FSO/CDMA system using MWPPM and its performance analysis are presented in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Section 6 shows the numerical results and discussion. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Atmospheric turbulence channel model

Log-normal channel model
The atmosphere is not an ideal communication channel. Inhomogeneities in the temperature and pressure of the atmosphere lead to refractive index variations along the transmission path, which is commonly known as atmospheric turbulence. It produces a variety of phenomena such as frequency selective attenuation, absorption, scattering, and scintillation. When an optical beam propagates through the atmosphere, the signal intensity as observed with an optical detector at the end of the path is fluctuated randomly. This is referred to as scintillation, and it is also the major impairment of FSO communication systems.
It is difficult to determine the probability density function (pdf) for the intensity fluctuations under arbitrary atmospheric conditions and beam parameters. However, based on scintillation statistics, various mathematical models have been proposed such as log-normal [13] , Gamma [14] or Gamma-Gamma [15] distribution. In this paper, as we consider weak turbulence scenario, the log-normal distribution model is adopted.
A random variable B has a log-normal distribution if the random variable A = ln B has a normal (i.e., Gaussian) distribution. Thus, if the amplitude of the random path gain B is I, the optical intensity I = B 2 is also lognormally distributed in this case. Consequently, the fading channel coefficient, which models the channel from the transmit aperture to the receive aperture, is given by
where, I m is the signal light intensity, actually at the transmitter, without turbulence; I is the signal light intensity, actually at the receiver, with turbulence. Log-amplitude X, which is the identically distributed normal random variable with mean µ x and standard deviation σ x , can be expressed as
To ensure that the fading does not attenuate or amplify the average power, we normalize the fading coefficients so that E(h)=1. Doing so requires the choice of µ x = −σ 2
x . Substituting Eq. (1) in Eq. (2), the distribution of light intensity fading induced by turbulence, which is also a log-normal distribution, can be expressed as
where σ 2 x , under weak turbulence conditions, are given by [16] 
where λ is the wavelength and z is the link distance in meters. C 2 n stands for the refractive index structure coefficient.
Pulse propagation model
To obtain explicit expressions concerning the time-domain spreading of a pulse wave propagating through atmospheric turbulence, let us assume that the input waveform is the Gaussian pulse. The amplitude of the Gaussian pulse is described by
where P p and T 0 are the peak power and the half-width (at the 1/e point) of the input pulse, respectively. Considering the losses caused by absorption and scattering of light as well as beam divergence, the amplitude of optical pulse at the receiver located at distance z (km) from the transmitter can be expressed as
where A is receiver aperture area. θ and β are beam divergence angle in mrad and attenuation coefficient in km −1 , respectively. The parameter α is given by [11] 
where L 0 is the outer scale of turbulence and c is the light velocity. In Eq. (7), z is the link distance in meters.
Multi-wavelength PPM signaling
where L is the number of transmitted wavelengths and M is the modulation level of PPM. In this technique, each block of b = log 2 N data bits is mapped to one of N possible symbols (s 0 , s 1 ,...,s N−1 ). In each b-bit block, the first log 2 L bits are used for WSK and the remaining log 2 M ones for PPM, as shown in Fig.  2 . The symbol intervals, T w , are divided into M time-disjoint time slots and an optical pulse with constant power is sent in one of these M time slots while remaining M − 1 time slots are empty. Moreover, the optical pulse can take on any of L disjoint wavelengths. Therefore, the dimensionality of the signal-space has been increased from M dimensions for PPM to L × M dimensions. 
FSO/CDMA systems using MWPPM
A FSO/CDMA system using L-M-MWPPM is shown in Fig. 3 . For illustrative purposes, the principle of the FSO/CDMA system using 2-2-MWPPM is explained in detail.
In the transmitter side, each block of b = log 2 N data bits is first sent to a MWPPM modulator, whose block diagram is illustrated in Fig. 4(a) . At the MWPPM modulator, the first log 2 L bits of the b-bit block are detected by a WSK modulator to decide the wavelength of the MWPPM symbol by sending the remaining bits to its corresponding output. The remaining bits are entered into a PPM modulator to govern the position, i.e., time slot, of the transmitted pulse during a symbol interval (T w ). Finally, optical pulse representing for a MWPPM symbol is encoded by an OCDMA encoder, where it is spread into a chip sequence including chip "1" and "0". A chip "1" is an optical pulse while a chip "0" is no pulse. The number of chips in a sequence is equal to the code length (F) of the signature code generated by the code generator. Each chip "1" is assumed as a Gaussian pulse, which will be affected by pulse broadening effect and attenuation during propagation over dispersive turbulence channel. At the receiver, signals from all transmitters are collected and sent to an OCDMA decoder, which is controlled by the code generator. Received signals including not only the signal from desired transmitter but also the signals from interfering transmitters, i.e., MAI, are decoded by the OCDMA decoder. Next, decoded signal goes into a MWPPM demodulator, whose block diagram is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Here, the wavelength of the MWPPM symbol is first detected by optical filters (OF). The optical signal is then converted into the electrical one by an APD for PPM demodulating process at a PPM demodulator. Each PPM demodulator has M outputs which contain the electrical currents corresponding the intensity of the received signal at M time slots of a symbol interval. Finally, at symbol detector, integrated photocurrents over N = L × M inputs corresponding to N symbols, are compared. The input with the highest current determines the transmitted symbol and recovers the binary data.
Performance analysis
Signal and noise
In this subsection, we first determine the parameters of transmitted Gaussian pulse, A i (t), representing for chip "1" based on system's parameters. For the bit rate of R b bit per second, the L-M-MWPPM symbol intervals have a duration of T w = log 2 N/R b , and the duration of time slots is written as T s = T w /M. As F chips is send in each time slot, the chip duration can be expressed as T c = T s /F. The relation between the half-width of Gaussian pulse (T 0 ) and its full-width (T c ) can be expressed as [17] 
For a fair comparison with other systems, the analysis is considered under a constraint on the average transmitted power per bit denoted as P s . The relation between P c and P s is given by P c = M(log 2 N)P s /w. In addition, the peak power of transmitted Gaussian pulse (P p ) can be computed as
The derivation of Eq. (9) is presented in detail in the Appendix. At the receiver, after the OCDMA decoding, the decoded signal includes optical pulses from the desired transmitter and interfering ones (MAI pulses) from remaining transmitters. More specifically, there are w pulses from the desired user, which is equal to the code weight. As well, each interfering user contributes at most γ pulses corresponding to the cross-correlation value between two different codes.
We assume that all users are synchronized, i.e., no time delay among signals (the worst performance). Also, their transmitted power per bit and the distance from all transmitters to the receiver are the same. The optical field output from a filter can be expressed as
where a = 1 when the desired transmitter send a symbol at the time slot u on wavelength λ v (0 ≤ u ≤ M − 1 and 0 ≤ v ≤ L − 1), otherwise a is equal to zero. h d and h k denote the intensity fluctuation caused by atmospheric turbulence on the desired user and interfering user k. κ (u,v) is the total of number of interfering pulses at the time slot u and wavelength λ v . In addition, ω λ v and φ λ v are the optical frequency and phase of the optical carrier corresponding to the wavelength λ v , respectively. The corresponding current at the output of ADP is derived by square law detection. The mean current on time slot u can be expressed as
where ℜ andḡ are the responsivity and average gain of APD, respectively.P c is the average power per chip considering pulse broadening effect, whose value can be computed as
The variance of receiver noise current can be modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian process. It includes shot noise and thermal noise and can be expressed as
where e is the electron charge; k B is Boltzmann constant; T is the absolute temperature; and R L is the load resistance. P b denotes optical background power and ∆ f = B e /2 is the effective noise bandwidth with B e = MR b / log 2 N. F a is the excess noise factor of the APD, which is given by
where ζ denotes the ionization factor.
Bit error rate
In this subsection, we present the method to calculate the bit error rate (BER) of the FSO/CDMA system using L-M-MWPPM and APD. It is worth noting that M-PPM and L-WSK are the special cases of L-M-MWPPM with L = 1 and M = 1, respectively. Denoting P e as the symbol error probability, the bit error rate of the system then can be derived as
We assume that the transmitted data is large enough so that the probabilities of sending any symbols are the same. Without the loss of generality, we also assume that symbol s 0 is transmitted and there is no pulse interfering to this symbol (upper bound case), by using union bound technique, the upper bound to the instantaneous symbol error probability over a K user channel can be expressed as [7] P e ≤ L−1
where s represents the transmitted symbol. κ (1, 0) is the total number of pulses interfering to symbol s 1 . γ is the maximum cross-correlation between two users' signature codes. I (0,0) and I (1, 0) are the photocurrent representing symbols s 0 and s 1 , respectively. Interfering pulses are those from interfering users whose position match with a pulse representing a chip "1" of the receiver's signature code. The probability that a pulse exists in a chip duration of a signature code equals w/F. On the other hand, the probability that this pulse will overlap another pulse from an interfering user is again equal to w/F. This result leads to the probability of a single chip interference (overlap) between any two codes at chip duration being equal to w 2 /F 2 . Hence, κ (1,0) can be modeled as a binomial random variable with probability w 2 /F 2 . As a result, the first term in Eq. (16) can be expressed as
The last term in Eq. (16) is calculated by
where Q(.) is the Q function. µ I (0,0) , σ 2 I (0,0) , µ I (1,0) , and σ 2 I (1,0) are the means and variances of I (0,0) and I (1,0) , respectively. Based on Eqs. (11) and (13) and under assumption that there are no MAI pulses interfering to symbol s 0 , i.e., the worst performance as the impact of MAI on 
Numerical results
In this section, we investigate the performance of APD-based FSO/CDMA systems using OOK, PPM, WSK, and MWPPM. We use prime code for FSO/CDMA system since it is popular and widely used in optical CDMA system. Each code of a code set constructed from a prime number (p s ) has the code length of F = p 2 s , code weight of w = p s , and the cross-correlation between two any codes of γ = 2 [18] . The system parameters and constants used in the analysis are shown in Table 1 .
First, Fig. 5 shows BER of FSO/CDMA systems using OOK, M-PPM, and L-M-MWPPM versus the transmitted power per bit when z = 1.5 km, K = 32 users, and R b = 1 Gbps. It is seen that the system performance is significantly improved by using either PPM or MWPPM. However, we find that M-PPM with M > 16 does not help to reduce system's BER. BER of FSO/CDMA system using 32-PPM is even worse than that of the one using 8-PPM. This is because the system using 32-PPM has higher chip rate and thus pulse broadening effect is dominant compared to intensity fluctuation one.
The limitation of M-PPM can be overcome by using L-M-MWPPM, which has an ability of mitigating both intensity fluctuation and pulse broadening effects, simultaneously. shows that the required transmitted-power per bit to achieve the same BER of the system using 2-8-MWPPM is about 3 dB lower than that of the one using 8-PPM. The power gain of 2-8-MWPPM compared to 8-PPM comes from the fact that 2-8-MWPPM helps to reduce the power loss caused by pulse broadening effect thanks to the increase of the pulse width compared with 8-PPM. Actually, according to Eq. (8), the pulse width of the system using 2-8-MWPPM is equal to 4/3 the pulse width of the one using 8-PPM.
The advantage of MWPPM in reducing the effects of atmospheric turbulence is further highlighted in Fig. 6 . In this figure, we fix P s = 0 dBm and investigate the BER versus the link distance for OOK, PPM, WSK, and MWPPM systems. The number of simultaneous users and the user bit rate are kept the same as in Fig. 5 while the modulation level is fixed to 16. Thanks to the reduction of pulse broadening effect, the link distance in the FSO/CDMA system using MWPPM can be extended in comparison to the one using OOK or PPM. For example, the maximum link distance in the 8-2-MWPPM system is 0.4 km longer than that of the 16-PPM system. Also, 8-2-MWPPM overcomes 16-WSK (i.e., 16-1-MWPPM) in terms of maximum link distance since WSK, although can also reduce the pulse broadening effect, requires more transmitted power per bit than that of MWPPM.
Next, in Fig. 7 , BER is investigated versus the bit rate per user with z = 1.5 km, K = 32 users, and P s = 0 dBm. We can observe that the increase of atmospheric turbulence effects (i.e., C 2 n ) causes the reduction of the bit rate per user. Also, the FSO/CDMA system using L-M-MWPPM can support higher bit rate per user compared to the one using M-PPM. More specifically, when C 2 n = 10 −14 , the user bit rate that FSO/CDMA system using 16-PPM can supported (at BER of 10 −6 ) is about 1.35 Gbps. By using 4-4-MWPPM, more than double bit rate per user (i.e., 3.0 Gbps) can be achieved. When C 2 n = 2 × 10 −14 , the bit rate per user (at BER of 10 −6 ) of the system using 16-PPM drops below 1 Gbps while it is 1.5 Gbps for the one using 4-4-MWPPM.
Finally, Fig. 8 shows BER versus the average APD gain with P s = −2 dBm. It is seen that BER of FSO/CDMA systems with APD receiver are significantly reduced in comparison with the ones without APD receiver (i.e.,ḡ = 1). The optimum average APD gain, at which BER is smallest, is around 30. When APD gain is larger than 30, APD shot noise becomes considerable thus the system performance is degraded, i.e., BER increases.
Conclusion
We have presented a comprehensive study of the effects of atmospheric turbulence, including intensity fluctuation and pulse broadening, on the performance of FSO/CDMA systems using OOK, PPM, WSK, and MWPPM. A realistic model of Gaussian pulse propagation is used for analyzing the BER. The numerical results show that M-PPM with M > 16 should not be used as it requires to send short pulse, which is more affected by pulse broadening effect. By using MWPPM, the effect of both intensity fluctuation and pulse broadening can be mitigated thus the system's BER is reduced. In addition, we found that the system performance is significantly improved by using APD, especially when the average APD gain is chosen properly.
